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Infrared and 13C solid state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopies and benzene polycarboxylic acids 

(BPCA) analysis were used to characterize the structural changes occurring during slow pyrolysis of corncob 

and Miscanthus at different temperatures from 235 °C to 800 °C. In the case of corncob, a char sample 

obtained from flash carbonization was also investigated. Spectroscopic techniques gave detailed information 

on the transformations of the different biomass components, whereas BPCA analysis allowed the amount of 

aromatic structures present in the different chars and their degree of condensation to be determined. The 

results showed that above 500 °C both corncob and Miscanthus give polyaromatic solid residues with similar 

degree of aromatic condensation but with differences in the structure. On the other hand, at lower 

temperatures, char composition was observed to depend on the different cellulose/hemicellulose/lignin 

ratios in the feedstocks. Flash carbonization was found to mainly affect the degree of aromatic condensation. 

Keywords: biomass; biochar; solid state nuclear magnetic resonance; infrared spectroscopy; benzene 

polycarboxylic acids; char structure; aromaticity 

1. Introduction 

Biomass is a valuable resource that is receiving growing attention thanks to its great potential in relation to 

renewable energy production and environmental issues. Biomass is currently utilized in thermochemical 

processes for the production of biofuels; in this process char is also produced, which can be considered as 

highly valuable “green” carbon. The conversion of biomass into char to be used as soil amendment represents 

per se an efficient carbon sequestration method while at the same time improving soil fertility [1]. Biomass-

derived char can also be combusted for heat and power or used for applications in several crucial fields, such 

as water purification, catalysis, electronics, and biomedicine [2,3]. 

Different technologies can be used to produce carbonized organic matter, i.e. slow and fast pyrolysis, 

gasification, hydrothermal carbonization, and flash carbonization [3,4]. The pyrolysis treatment induces 

successive chemical reactions of biomass with increasing temperature, i.e. dehydration, decarboxylation, and 

polymerization, which cause a progressive loss of hydrogen and oxygen and a related enrichment in carbon, 

with an increase in aromatic groups and eventually the condensation into aromatic clusters. In particular, 
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two different aromatic phases are typically distinguished, i.e. an amorphous phase with randomly organized 

aromatic rings and a crystalline phase constituted by polyaromatic sheets [5]. These molecular scale 

alterations also cause changes in bulk properties, such as surface area, cation exchange capacity, electrical 

conductivity, magnetic susceptibility, and crystallinity [6]. 

The structure of char produced by pyrolysis strongly depends on process parameters, such as the energy 

supply rate, highest treatment temperature (HTT) reached, pressure, and carrier gas composition [7]. HTT in 

particular has great influence on the chemical nature of chars, which may vary from slightly charred biomass, 

when produced at temperatures as low as 200°C, to highly aromatic chars at temperatures up to 800 °C and 

beyond [8]. Thus, the potential applications of the resulting char can be quite different, depending on the 

chemical and physical properties of the feedstock, the method, and the treatment conditions used. For 

example, the production temperature determines the surface properties of chars (e.g. surface area, pH and 

cation exchange capacity) [9], relevant for the use of char as soil conditioner, as well as the aromaticity and 

degree of aromatic condensation, which determine the stability of char against degradation in the 

environment [10], with implications for the carbon cycle [11]. Hence, a detailed knowledge of the structure 

of char is important for its use in soils. Due to the growing concern for climate change and the need to 

mitigate greenhouse gases, several research groups have recently responded to the challenge of 

understanding the relationship between the properties of chars obtained from biomass and the process 

conditions used to produce them [12]. To this end, different instrumental techniques and analytical methods 

have been applied in order to obtain a more thorough physico-chemical characterization of chars, as, for 

example, 13C solid state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (SS-NMR) spectroscopy [13] and NMR relaxometry [14], 

pyrolysis-GC/MS [15], and benzene polycarboxylic acids (BPCA) analysis [16].  

The overall purpose of this study was to characterize the structure of chars obtained from two different 

biomass materials, i.e. Miscanthus and corncob, produced by slow pyrolysis with different HTT values and, in 

the case of corncob, also by flash carbonization. Both types of biomass examined have great potential for 

useful char production: Miscanthus is a high-yielding crop requiring minimal soil preparation, while corncob 

is an agricultural residue. Infrared (IR) and 13C SS-NMR spectroscopies, two valuable complementary methods 
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for a qualitative and quantitative investigation of the functional groups present in chars, were used. In 

particular, 13C SS-NMR allows the aromatization degree as well as the size of the aromatic clusters to be 

estimated [17,18,19,20,21,22]. Information on the degree of aromatic condensation was also obtained from 

elemental [23] and BPCA [22,24,25] analyses, the latter allowing the relative contribution of individual 

molecular markers that reflect the size of the aromatic clusters to be assessed. The combined application of 

these techniques to the different char samples gave clear indication of the reactions that take place during 

pyrolysis of corncob and Miscanthus and highlighted structural differences between chars obtained from the 

two biomass materials under the same process conditions. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Samples 

Feedstocks and biochars from a previous study [9] were used. Two carbonization methods were considered, 

i.e. slow pyrolysis and flash carbonization. Slow pyrolysis was applied to chaffed biomass of grass (Miscanthus 

giganteus) and corncob from maize (Zea mays) grown in Serbia (ZP Maize Hybrid 505); flash carbonization 

was performed on a batch of corncobs from Waimanalo Farm in Hawaii.  

In the case of slow pyrolysis the feedstock was prepared as described elsewhere [9]. Target temperatures 

ranged from 250 to 800 °C and the heating rate was 2.5 °C min-1. Heat supply from the furnace was stopped 

upon attainment of the set temperature, and the sample was allowed to cool slowly to room temperature. 

Since exothermic reactions occurred between 250 and 400 °C, the HTT values, resulting from the average of 

the four thermocouples, were actually higher than the set temperatures.  

Flash carbonization was performed according to the method of Antal et al. [26]. The reaction was carried out 

at 600 °C and lasted 20 min in a vessel pressurized with air, as described in detail elsewhere [9].  

All samples were crushed through a 2 mm sieve, ground for greater homogeneity with a ball mill for 3 min at 

20 s-1 shaking frequency (MM 200, Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany), and then stored in airtight bags. 

2.2. Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy 
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Mid-infrared spectra were recorded using a Nicolet iS10 FT-IR spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., 

Madison, WI, USA) using diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) spectroscopy. Before analysis, each 

sample was finely ground for two minutes using an agate mortar and then dried at 105 °C to avoid 

unsystematic influence of possible residual water. After drying, the samples were placed in a desiccator until 

analysis. 50 mg sample was transferred to the sample holder plate and gently compressed with a spatula to 

achieve a smooth surface. All samples were analysed in 5 replicates over the spectral range 4000-600 cm-1, 

with spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 and 32 scans per replicate. For the samples produced at the highest 

temperatures 64 scans per replicate were used.  

After baseline correction, performed by Global Parametric Time Warping in R within the PTW package 

[27,28], the spectra were analysed by deconvolution of the following regions: the saturated (SAT) region from 

2980 to 2820 cm-1 corresponding to the aliphatic C-H stretching vibration; the unsaturated region from 1800 

to 1525 cm-1 corresponding to C=O and aromatic C=C bonds; the polysaccharide region from 1185 to 915 cm-

1 corresponding to O-Alkyl C; the aromatic CH (aroCH) region from 855 to 740 cm-1. The unsaturated region 

was further divided into the contributions from C=O (1800-1700 cm-1) and from C=C (1650-1525 cm-1). The 

signal integrals were used to calculate the aromaticity index AIMIR = IC=C/ISAT [29].  

2.3. 13C SS-NMR spectroscopy 

13C magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AMX300WB spectrometer operating 

at 300.13 MHz for proton and 75.47 MHz for carbon-13, equipped with a 4mm  CP-MAS probehead. Both the 

1H and 13C 90° pulses were 3.5 μs. Direct excitation (DE) 13C spectra were recorded with proton dipolar 

decoupling acquiring 4000 scans using a recycle delay of 30 s. 1H-13C cross-polarization (CP) spectra with 

proton dipolar decoupling were recorded acquiring 4000 scans using a contact time of 2 ms and a recycle 

delay of 6 s; the RF field strength was 71.5 kHz both for CP and for dipolar decoupling. The experimental 

parameters were optimized after preliminary tests in order to obtain a higher overall S/N ratio. All spectra 

were recorded at room temperature with a MAS rate of 8 kHz. The chemical shifts were referenced to TMS 

using adamantane as external standard. Deconvolution of the spectra was performed using the SPORT-NMR 

software [30]. The relative signal intensities were used to estimate the contribution of the different 
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functional groups and components, following the procedure described by Preston et al. [31]. The degree of 

aromaticity was estimated from the relative signal intensity of aromatic carbons (AINMR = Iaromatic C / Itotal C) in 

DE-MAS spectra.  

2.4. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy 

EPR measurements were performed using a Varian (Palo Alto, CA) E112 X-band spectrometer. Spectra were 

recorded at room temperature using a standard EPR cavity, a microwave power of 1 mW, a time constant of 

0.125 s, and a modulation amplitude of 1.25 G. Feedstock and char powders (∼20 mg) were inserted in quartz 

tubes with an internal diameter of 3 mm. Quantification of organic radicals was performed by comparing the 

double integral of the signal with that of the standard Varian strong pitch measured under identical 

instrumental conditions [32]. 

2.5. BPCA analysis  

The method of Wiedemeier et al. [16] was applied to milled char and feedstock (Retsch MM301) weighed 

into quartz tubes in triplicates of 10, 15, and 20 mg. In brief, the samples were digested with 2 mL of 65% 

HNO3 for 8 hours at 170 ˚C using sealed pressure chambers (Seif Aufschlusstechnik). The digestates were 

filtered through ashless grade filter paper (Whatman 589/3) and washed with Millipore water, stopping 

further digestion by dilution. Aliquots of the resulting samples were passed through cation exchange resin 

and freeze-dried after collection (CHRIST ALPHA 2-4 LD plus). The freeze-dried samples were re-dissolved in 

a water/methanol mixture (1:1, v:v) and then passed through a conditioned solid phase extraction column 

(Supelco Discovery DSC-18, 3 mL tubes, lot:2178501). After drying (Eppendorf Concentrator Plus), the 

samples were re-dissolved in water for analysis. Chromatographic separation of the BPCAs was carried out 

according to Wiedemeier et al. [33] using an Agilent 1290 Infinity HPLC system (Santa Clara, U.S.A.) and 

Agilent Poroshell 120 SB-C18 column (100 mm × 4.6 mm). 

BPCAs were in the form of hemimellitic acid and trimellitic acid (B3CA), pyromellitic, mellophanic and 

prehnitic acids (B4CA), benzene-pentacarboxylic acid (B5CA), and mellitic acid (B6CA). The aromaticity and 
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aromatic condensation indices were determined as AIBPCA = BPCA/organic C and CIBPCA = B6CA/BPCA, 

respectively [34]. 

2.6. Aromatic cluster size calculation 

The degree of aromatic condensation was estimated using the rectangle-like polycyclic aromatic ring model 

presented by Xiao et al. [23]. On the basis of this model, the number of aromatic rings along the two sides of 

the n×n condensed structure, is related to the atomic ratio H/C through the expression: 

𝐻𝐶 = 2𝑛 + 1𝑛2 + 2𝑛 

In the calculations, H/C values resulting from elemental analysis performed in a previous study [9] were used. 

This model was here applied also to estimate the degree of aromatic condensation from BPCA analysis data. 

Assuming a condensed polyaromatic structure with n rings on each of the four sides, the following expression 

can be easily derived: 

𝐵6𝐶𝐴𝐵𝑃𝐶𝐴 = 𝑛2 − 4𝑛 + 4𝑛2  

The values of n resulting from the calculations were rounded to the nearest integer value. 

3. Results 

3.1. IR spectroscopy  

IR spectra of chars obtained from slow pyrolysis of corncob and Miscanthus at different HTT values and of 

the corncob char obtained through flash carbonization are shown in Figure 1, together with those of 

feedstocks for comparison. Only negligible differences were observed among the replicates. Band 

assignment, schematically indicated in the figure, was made according to the literature [6,29], as reported in 

Table S.1 in the Supporting Information.  

Miscanthus and corncob feedstocks showed similar IR spectra, with the typical features of lignocellulosic 

materials, i.e. peaks due to functional groups in carbohydrates, mainly cellulose and hemicellulose, and lignin 
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[35]. As can be seen from Figure 1, the spectra are dominated by the broad band at 3600-3320 cm-1, 

ascribable to the O-H stretching vibrations in hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of lignin and carbohydrates, and 

the bands in the 1100-1000 cm-1 range due to aliphatic C-O-C and alcohol C-O stretching, both ascribable 

mainly to oxygenated functional groups of cellulose. Typical of lignin are the bands at 1607, 1512, 1248 cm-

1, which correspond to aromatic C=C and C-O stretching or bending vibrations, and small bands between 900 

to 700 cm-1, ascribable to aromatic C-H deformations. The bands at 1732, 1374, 1203, 1165, 1062, and 1035 

cm-1 are mainly due to carbohydrates, and in particular to C=O, C-H, C-O-C, and C-O deformation and 

stretching vibrations of different groups; the bands at 1320 cm-1 and 898 cm-1 are ascribed to CH2 rocking 

and C-H deformation in cellulose, respectively. The band between 3000 and 2800 cm-1 is due to C-H stretching 

vibrations of methylene and methyl groups, and the bands at 1460, 1427, 1335, and 1106 cm-1 are ascribed 

to C-H and C-O deformation, bending, or stretching vibrations of different groups present in both lignin and 

carbohydrates. 

Although a quantitative determination of the different functional groups was not possible due to the absence 

of a signal that could be used for normalization, comparison of the changes in the relative intensities of the 

different bands in the spectra of chars obtained in different conditions could be used to highlight 

compositional variations that take place upon pyrolysis. These changes are highlighted in Figure 2, where the 

relative intensities of selected spectral contributions, normalized with respect to the total spectral intensity, 

are shown. 

With increasing HTT, we observed the following changes in the spectra typically found during the coalification 

process [36]: a progressive decrease in the aliphatic hydrogen content above 380 °C, as revealed by 

examination of the 3000-2800 cm-1 band and Figure 2a, the corresponding intensity almost vanishing above 

600 °C; an increase in the relative contribution of aromatic structures, up to 500 °C for both corncob and 

Miscanthus, as also highlighted in Figure 2c; a decrease in the relative contribution of carbonyl and carboxyl 

functional groups in the 1800-1650 cm-1 region after an initial increase up to 380 °C (Figure 2d); a decrease 

in the relative contribution of oxygen containing aliphatic functional groups up to 400 °C for Miscanthus and 

600 °C for corncob, followed by an increase at higher HTT values (Figure 2e). The 1511 cm-1 band, which 
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represents the C=C stretching vibration of lignin, disappeared for both feedstocks at 400 °C. The spectra also 

showed an increase in the aromatic CH wags in the 900-700 cm-1 region up to 600 °C and then a decrease for 

higher HTT values, as highlighted in Figure 2f. The OH stretching signal between 3400 and 3300 cm-1 steadily 

decreased with increasing temperature, disappearing above 400 °C. The absence of most bands in the IR 

spectrum of the char obtained at 800 °C (spectrum not shown) gave evidence of a complete aromatization 

of the char. 

The spectrum of the flash carbonized corncob sample differed from that of the char obtained by slow 

pyrolysis at a similar temperature (i.e., 600 °C), particularly in the 1250-1000 cm-1 region, with a higher 

aliphatic alcohol content but lower phenolic one, also highlighted in Figure 2e. On the other hand, the flash 

carbonized sample had similar aromatic content. 

Some differences with HTT for the two types of feedstock are worthy of note. In particular, the water O-H 

band decreased significantly at a lower temperature in the case of corncob; however, the major difference 

regards the trend of the aliphatic C-O band, which was largely eliminated upon heating already at 380 °C in 

the case of corncob, whereas it persisted even at the highest HTT values investigated in the case of 

Miscanthus, only gradually decreasing with increasing HTT up to 410 °C and slightly increasing at higher HTT 

values (Figure 2e). Close examination of the aromatic C-H deformation region (900-700 cm-1) revealed that, 

for both corncob and Miscanthus chars, the signals assigned to isolated hydrogens (870 cm-1) and to two 

adjacent hydrogens (815 cm-1) were predominant and increased with increasing HTT, whereas the signal 

corresponding to 3-4 adjacent aromatic protons (750 cm-1) [36] was non-negligible only in the case of corncob 

and remained practically constant above 480 °C. 

3.2. 13C SS-NMR spectroscopy 

The 13C DE- and CP-MAS NMR spectra of corncob and Miscanthus chars are shown in Figure 3 together with 

those of the feedstocks for comparison. The trend of the NMR spectra with increasing HTT was similar to that 

typically observed for carbonized lignocellulosic biomass materials [37,38], with the progressive 

transformation from a lignocellulosic composition to a highly aromatic structure. The spectral assignment 

was made following the literature [18,19]; in particular, cellulose signals are in the 60-110 ppm region (C-1 
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at 104.5 ppm; C-2, C-3, and C-5 at 72.1 and 74.6 ppm, C-4 at 83.3 and 88.1 ppm, and C-6 at 62.2 and 64.5 

ppm [39]). These signals are superimposed to hemicellulose signals (C-1 – C-6 carbons) [40] and signals from 

aliphatic side chains in lignin [41]. The acetate groups of hemicellulose resonate at 21.0 ppm (methyl carbons) 

and 172.0 ppm (carboxyl carbons) [39]. Apart for the aliphatic side chain signals, lignin also shows signals in 

the 115-160 ppm region (oxygen-bound aromatic carbons at 147.0, 152.0 and 160.0 ppm; protonated 

aromatic carbons at 115.4 and 127.0 ppm; aromatic carbons bearing alkyl groups at 133.0 ppm; aromatic 

carbons ortho and para to oxygen-substituted carbons at 120.0 ppm), a signal at 105.0 ppm due to aromatic 

carbons of syringyl units, the methoxyl group signal at 55.8 ppm, and the carboxyl carbons signal at 167.2 

ppm [41]. The spectrum of Miscanthus pyrolysed at 235 °C was similar to that of the feedstock [42]. After 

pyrolysis at 369 °C, for both Miscanthus and corncob, the feedstock signals decreased and broad signals 

appeared in the aliphatic (0-45 ppm) and in the aromatic (100-155 ppm) spectral regions. The aliphatic signal 

resulted from the superposition of resonances of both methylene and methyl carbons (∼32 ppm and ∼14 

ppm, respectively) formed from the reduction of alkoxy groups [43,44]. The peak maximum shifted from 35 

to 12 ppm with increasing HTT; this was ascribed to the increase of non-oxygenated alkyl chains. The aliphatic 

signal disappeared for HTT values above 400 °C. Carbonyl signals at 205.0 ppm were not detected, even at 

the lowest treatment temperature, and the carboxyl resonance at 172 ppm was visible only up to 369 °C. 

Starting at this temperature, the aromatic contribution became dominant with a main peak at 126 ppm, 

ascribed to unsubstituted aromatic carbons, and two shoulders at 142 and 155 ppm, ascribed to C- and O-

substituted aromatic carbons, respectively, probably from original lignins. The latter peak, which tended to 

disappear for samples treated at the highest HTT values due to loss of oxygen functionality from lignin 

structures, was mainly from Ar–OH rather than Ar–OCH3, since no methoxyl signal was observed.  

The 13C CP- and DE-MAS spectra of char obtained from flash carbonization of corncob (Figure 3) were very 

similar to those of slow pyrolyzed corncob at 562 °C, with a relatively broad peak centered at approximately 

126 ppm indicating the complete conversion of biomass to aromatic structures.  

The relative intensities of the different carbon types obtained from spectral deconvolution of both DE and 

CP spectra are reported in Table S.2 in the Supporting Information.  
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Both for Miscanthus and corncob treated at high temperatures, the CP process was scarcely effective; this 

may be due to the lack of protons in highly condensed aromatic structures [37] and/or to a reduction in the 

proton T1ρ relaxation time caused by the presence of organic free radicals [45,46].  

The DE-MAS spectra had the same general features of the CP-MAS spectra but different relative intensities 

of the signals, with a slightly higher proportion of aromatic carbons; this is due to the generally higher cross-

polarization efficiency for alkyl carbons. This considered, notwithstanding the different amount of radical 

species present in the different samples (see Paragraph 3.3), as well as instrumental factors, both affecting 

the spectral intensity, for each sample the overall and the relative spectral intensity ascribable to the 

different components was estimated from the DE-MAS spectra following the procedure suggested by Preston 

[31]. The results are reported in Table 1. The overall normalized spectral intensity tended to increase with 

increasing HTT reaching a maximum value at 500-600°C; the decrease observed for higher temperature 

treatments may be related to the increase in organic radicals, as well as the formation of condensed aromatic 

structures showing electron conductivity [37], as highlighted by EPR measurements (vide infra). Furthermore, 

the relative intensities of carbohydrates and lignin signals at different HTT values clearly indicate that the 

former are degraded at lower temperatures, their contribution becoming very low or undetectable already 

at 369 °C. 

a Taken as reference. 

3.3. EPR spectroscopy 

Miscanthus and corncob feedstocks showed EPR spectra (Figure 4) with a signal typical of organic radicals in 

amorphous ligno-cellulosic materials [47]. EPR spectra of chars obtained from slow pyrolysis showed the 

superposition of two signals, one with Lorentzian and the other with Gaussian lineshape, both ascribable to 

organic radicals. The g value, linewidth, and intensity of signals changed with HTT as reported in Table 2. In 

particular, for HTT values up to 500 °C, a Lorentzian and a Gaussian line with ≈ 4 G and ≈ 8 G linewidth, 

respectively, were able to reproduce the spectra of all chars. For these chars, the g values decreased while 

the signal intensity, and hence the radical concentration, increased with increasing HTT. The g value trend 
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can be associated to a progressive decrease in the amount of oxygen-containing radical species (e.g. 

semiquinones) and a concomitant increase in carbon-containing ones (e.g. polyaromatic structures). The 

radical concentration trend is associated to an increased production of radicals at higher HTT values.  

For HTT values above 500 °C, the signal linewidth increased and, as shown in the case of Miscanthus, 

continued to increase with increasing HTT; on the other hand, the radical concentration increased steadily 

with increasing the temperature up to 600 °C, and decreased at 682 °C. Corncob char produced by slow 

pyrolysis at 796 °C (not shown) gave a low signal-to-noise EPR signal with a Dyson lineshape typical of 

conducting materials [48,49]. 

A more complex spectrum was observed for the corncob char obtained by flash carbonization, which could 

be well reproduced by a superposition of two Lorentzian and one Gaussian lines (g=2.0026, 2.0024, and 

2.0021, ΔHpp = 1.6, 10, and 34 G, and relative contribution of 2, 48, and 50 %, respectively); the overall 

intensity corresponded to a radical content of (8.1 ± 0.2) 1019 spins/g.  

3.4. BPCA analysis 

BPCAs, obtained by oxidative degradation, were used to infer the relative amount of aromatic moieties of 

the feedstocks and the pyrolysed samples, as well as their degree of condensation [25,34]. The relative 

amount of carbon in BPCAs (BPCA-C) and its speciation in benzene-tricarboxylic acids (B3CA), benzene-

tetracarboxylic acids (B4CA), benzene-pentacarboxylic acids (B5CA), and benzene-hexacarboxylic acids 

(B6CA) obtained for the different samples are shown in Figure 5. 

The feedstocks had low amounts of BPCA-C (∼ 2%). Slow pyrolysis of Miscanthus at HTT = 235 °C resulted in 

a product having 3.4% detectable BPCA-C, which is comparable to that of the feedstock. However, while for 

feedstocks B4CA was the predominant component, for the mild pyrolysis product of Miscanthus B5CA was 

preponderant (Figure 5c). In the chars obtained by slow pyrolysis at higher temperatures, BPCA-C was 10 – 

20 %, generally increasing with increasing HTT. For these samples comparable amounts of B4-, B5-, and B6CA 

were determined. After an initial increase, for HTT values higher than 500 °C, B4- and B5CA showed a 

decrease, whereas B6CA continued to increase. The highest measured contribution of B6CA to the total BPCA 
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composition (70%) was obtained for the corncob char prepared at 796 °C. The char sample obtained from 

corncob with flash carbonization showed a total content of biomarkers similar to that obtained by slow 

pyrolysis at HTT ∼ 400 °C, but with a different distribution of BPCA components, and, in particular, a higher 

amount of B6CA and correspondingly lower amounts of B4- and B5CA. 

3.5. Aromatic cluster size estimation 

The rectangle-like polycyclic aromatic ring model [23] was applied to estimate the average aromatic cluster 

size for chars obtained by slow pyrolysis with HTT ≥ 369 °C and for the corncob char obtained by flash 

carbonization from the H/C atomic ratios and BPCA data, according to the equations reported in paragraph 

2.6; the results are shown in Table 3.  

The average aromatic cluster sizes determined from H/C and BPCA are in quite good agreement considering 

that, for HTT < 500 °C, H/C has contributions also from residual proton-rich aliphatic components, whereas, 

for HTT ≈ 800 °C, B6CA may be underestimated due to incomplete degradation of large polyaromatic clusters. 

This considered, the following evolution in cluster size with HTT can be envisaged: 4x4, 5x5, and 14x14 

clusters formed by slow pyrolysis at HTT < 500 °C, HTT ≤ 600 °C, HTT ≈ 700 °C and HTT ≈ 800 °C, respectively. 

The char obtained by flash carbonization of corncob was characterized by 7x7 clusters. 

4. Discussion 

Pyrolysis induces significant changes in the chemical structure of biomass. These generally depend on the 

type of biomass, the carbonization method as well as the process parameters, as for example HTT. As 

observed in a previous paper [9] and confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA; see Figure S.1), during 

pyrolysis of both corncob and Miscanthus most of the mass loss occurred below 400 °C. Moreover, the Van 

Krevelen diagram relating the atomic ratios H/C and O/C [9] were quite similar for the two types of feedstock 

and followed the trend typically observed for biomass carbonization processes [5,7,46,50], with an 

enrichment in carbon and a loss of oxygen and hydrogen in the char. Oxygen was lost more rapidly at 

temperatures below 450 °C, whereas hydrogen showed a more rapid decrement at higher temperatures.  
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Spectroscopic data acquired in the present work allowed the processes occurring during pyrolysis to be 

characterized in detail highlighting the chemical structure of chars produced at different HTT values. In 

particular, EPR experiments indicated that the reactions occurring during pyrolysis produced organic radicals, 

the concentration of which strongly increases during the transition from feedstock to char samples (Table 1). 

The decreasing value of g observed for EPR signals by increasing HTT can be associated to a decrease in 

oxygen atoms and an increase in carbon atoms in the radical species [47]. Below 400 °C, the main changes in 

the IR spectra (Figure 1) were related to the relative intensities of the O-H and C-O stretching bands which 

remarkably decreased, particularly in the case of corncob. In agreement with these observations, the 13C SS-

NMR spectra showed that the O-alkyl and di-O-alkyl contributions decreased with increasing HTT, vanishing 

above 370 °C (Figure 3). All these findings indicated that, below 400 °C, pyrolysis primarily caused the loss of 

the oxygen-rich cellulose and hemicellulose components through elimination reactions which give rise to 

unsaturated bonds and methylene carbons. It must be noted that only small amounts of carbonyl and 

carboxyl groups, which are expected to form in the pyrolysis of carbohydrates, were observed both in IR and 

NMR spectra. Moreover, the contribution of these functional groups decreased with increasing HTT above 

300 °C, indicating that decarbonylation and decarboxylation reactions with loss of CO and CO2 take place at 

relatively low temperatures, as reported in the literature [51]. The amount of aliphatic structures tended to 

increase upon heating at 370 °C, as highlighted both by the increased relative intensity in the 3000-2700 cm-

1 region of IR spectra and in the 0-45 ppm region of the NMR spectra. Indeed, alkyl groups are expected to 

form from the reduction of alkoxy groups [43,44]. Upon further heating, the signals of aliphatic groups rapidly 

disappeared due to the loss of alkyl chains and the conversion of hydroaromatic methylene structures to 

aromatic ones.  

Several indicators were used to characterize the aromaticity of chars. The aromaticity index, calculated from 

the H/C ratios previously determined [9], normalized and corrected in order to have a value of 1 for the 

highest degree of aromatization, according to Wiedemeier et al. [22], and here indicated as H-Cindex, showed 

a steady increase with HTT (Figure 6a). The aromaticity index, AIMIR, obtained from the ratio of the integrated 

areas in the 1650-1520 cm-1 (aromatic C=C ring stretching) and 3000-2800 cm-1 (aliphatic CHx stretching) 
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spectral regions, indicated that char aromaticity increased with HTT up to 700 °C for both feedstocks (Figure 

6b). The decrease in AIMIR observed for HTT ≈ 800 °C is, most probably, not indicative of a decrease in 

aromaticity, but rather to the formation of condensed polyaromatic structures. This process is highlighted by 

the trend of the aromatic C-H out-of-plane deformations in the 900-700 cm-1 region of IR spectra with 

increasing HTT. The aromaticity index obtained from the NMR spectra (AINMR in Figure 6c) indicates that the 

chars were practically fully aromatic structures for HTT > 400 °C. Moreover, as HTT further increased, the 

phenolic carbon signals (140-160 ppm) and the peak attributable to aromatic carbons ortho and para to 

oxygen-substituted carbons (120 ppm), tended to disappear. This trend can be associated to the formation 

of aromatic structures less substituted by OH and methoxyl groups. In agreement with the decrease in 

aromatic substitution, the IR band due to the aromatic CH stretching (at 3060 cm-1) showed an increase in 

intensity with increasing HTT (Figure 1).  

Additional evidence of the aromatization process came from the BPCA analysis, through the AIBPCA indicator 

determined from total BPCA amount per organic carbon [22], reported in Figure 6d. The largest increase in 

AIBPCA occurred for HTT between 235 and 420 °C, AIBPCA reaching a plateau for higher HTT values.  

Analogously to what was found in previous studies [22,52], AINMR and AIBPCA were in good agreement 

throughout the HTT range examined, and showed the attainment of the maximum degree of aromaticity at 

approximately 400 °C, notwithstanding the different types of feedstock. The different trend of H-Cindex at the 

higher HTT values is ascribable to the fact that this index is strongly affected by condensation, this process 

too causing loss of H. As also found by Wiedemeier et al. [22], AIMIR deviated from the aromaticity index 

obtained by NMR and BPCA.  

Clear evidence of aromatic condensation processes is given by the ratio of B6CA to total BPCA [22], although 

there may be quantitativity issues at high temperatures since highly condensed aromatic structures may not 

be completely converted to quantifiable BPCAs. In our case, an increase in the proportion of B6CA biomarker 

was particularly evident in biochars prepared above 400 °C, the proportion of B6CA increasing with HTT, and 

becoming predominant above 600 °C (Figure 5). The aromatic condensation process was also suggested by 

the decrease in the aromatic C-H deformation signals with respect to the C=C ones in the IR spectra (Figure 
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2), with an intensity ratio decreasing by a factor of 3 by increasing HTT from ∼ 600 °C to ∼ 800 °C. Further 

evidence of condensation comes from EPR spectra (Figure 4), where unpaired electrons in progressively more 

condensed aromatic structures were clearly observed by increasing the pyrolysis temperature, ultimately 

giving rise to the electron conductive char obtained from carbonization of corncob at 800 °C. The EPR signal 

broadening observed for chars obtained by slow pyrolysis at the highest HTT values and by flash 

carbonization suggested the formation of a porous structure where oxygen can penetrate and interact with 

the aromatic radicals. On the basis of the literature, the line broadening of signals in EPR spectra of chars can 

be ascribed to dipolar interactions of the paramagnetic species present on the char surface with air, oxygen 

and moisture [47,48,49,53,54,55]. It is worthy of note that the line broadening was observed for those 

samples that have been found to have a higher specific surface area in a previous work [9].  

The degree of condensation of the aromatic structures was estimated by applying the rectangle-like model 

proposed by Xiao et al. [23] to H/C and BPCA data obtained for HTT ≥ 369 °C. The average cluster size, 

reported in Table 3, remained 4×4 for HTT < 500 °C and then increased up to 14×14 at the highest HTT.  

As far as the differences between corncob and Miscanthus are concerned, IR spectroscopy highlighted a 

higher loss of aliphatic ether and alcohol functionalities for corncob at the lower HTT values. Moreover, for 

corncob, aromatic C-O and phenolic groups persisted at higher temperatures. This is probably to be ascribed 

to the fact that Miscanthus is typically composed of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in the weight ratios 

4.2:2.1:1 [56], whereas corncob has a significantly higher hemicellulose content, the ratios being 3.2:3.7:1 

[57]. Investigation of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin pyrolysis behavior [51] has shown that the thermal 

decomposition of hemicellulose occurs mostly at temperatures below 315 °C, that of cellulose occurs at 

temperatures between 315 and 400 °C, while lignin thermally decomposes very slowly over the whole 

pyrolysis temperature range considered here. Moreover, the pyrolysis reactions of hemicellulose and lignin 

are exothermic, whereas that of cellulose is endothermic [51]. These general behaviors were confirmed for 

our samples by thermogravimetric analyses (Figure S.1). A consequence of the different thermal properties 

of lignin, hemicellulose and cellulose pyrolysis reactions is that, at a set temperature of 250 °C, the actual 

pyrolysis temperature for corncob is significantly higher than that for Miscanthus, as reported in a previous 
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study [9]. On the other hand, at set pyrolysis temperatures of 300 and 350 °C, Miscanthus reached a slightly 

higher temperature compared to corncob. In this temperature range, thermal decomposition occurs for both 

cellulose and lignin, suggesting that the higher lignin content of Miscanthus is likely responsible for the higher 

HTT reached in the retort. 

When comparing the aromatic structures for chars obtained from the two feedstocks, IR spectroscopy 

suggested a lower degree of substitution for the aromatic rings in Miscanthus, in agreement with the NMR 

results at 416 °C. On the other hand, no significant differences in aromatic cluster size were found by BPCA 

analysis. This apparent discrepancy could be simply explained assuming a different architecture of the 

condensed aromatic structures.  

As far as the type of process is concerned, the char obtained from corncob through flash carbonization had 

aromaticity similar to that observed for chars obtained from slow pyrolysis at lower temperatures but a 

higher degree of aromatic condensation. This difference is likely related to secondary carbon formation 

processes favoured by the higher chamber pressure and the air flow direction opposite to the flame front in 

flash carbonization [26]. 

5. Conclusions  

The combined use of several complementary techniques allowed a detailed picture of the sequence of 

transformation processes from biomass to chars to be obtained. The use of a multi-method approach is 

extremely important given the intrinsic limitations of each method. As observed by others [58], the major 

steps of the pyrolytic process of biomass materials are dehydration, carbonyl group formation and 

elimination, the decomposition of aliphatic units and the formation of aromatic ones, which, eventually, form 

condensed aromatic sheets giving rise to micrographitic domains. IR and NMR spectroscopies gave evidence 

of the thermal decomposition of cellulose and lignin and of the formation of aromatic structures with 

increasing condensation degree as the temperature is increased. The type of biomass does not affect the 

degree of aromatic condensation of the solid residues that are formed upon pyrolysis at high temperatures, 

but influences the architecture of the aromatic condensed systems. Larger differences are observed at the 

lower temperatures due to the different proportions of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in the feedstocks.  
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Figure 1. IR spectra of (top) corncob and (bottom) Miscanthus feedstocks (after drying at 105 °C) and chars 

obtained from slow pyrolysis with different HTT values (in degrees centigrade, indicated) and flash 

carbonization (for corncob only).  
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Figure 2. Relative contribution to IR spectra of (a) saturated, (b) unsaturated, (c) aromatic C=C, (d) C=O, (e) 

O-alkyl and (f) aromatic CH bands for () corncob and () Miscanthus feedstocks and chars obtained from 

slow pyrolysis with different HTT values, and for (×) corncob char obtained from flash carbonization. The 

spectral regions are as defined in section 2.2. T is the HTT or process temperature for chars, whereas it is the 

temperature used in sample preparation for feedstocks. 
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Figure 3. 13C DE-MAS (left) and CP-MAS (right) NMR spectra of corncob (top) and Miscanthus (bottom) 

feedstocks (after drying at 105 °C) and char samples obtained from slow pyrolysis at the indicated 

temperatures and, in the case of corncob, also from flash carbonization. The spectra of the feedstocks have 
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been reported previously [42]. Asterisks denote spinning sidebands. The broad signal detectable at the base 

of the aromatic peak in the DE-MAS spectrum of the flash carbonized corncob is a background signal due to 

the rotor. 

 

 

Figure 4. Representative EPR spectra of corncob (left) and Miscanthus (right) feedstock (after drying at 105 

°C) and char samples obtained from slow pyrolysis at the indicated HTT values and from flash carbonization 

(for corncob).  
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Figure 5. Relative BPCA-C content and distribution of B3CA, B4CA, B5CA and B6CA for (a) corncob feedstock 

and chars obtained by slow pyrolysis at different HTT, (b) corncob char produced by flash carbonization, and 

(c) Miscanthus feedstock and chars obtained by slow pyrolysis at different HTT.  
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Figure 6. Aromaticity index obtained from (a) H/C elemental ratios, (b) IR spectra, (c) 13C DE-MAS NMR 

spectra, and (d) BPCA analyses for () corncob and () Miscanthus chars obtained from slow pyrolysis with 

different HTT values, and for (×) corncob char obtained from flash pyrolysis.  
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Table 1. Overall relative signal intensities, normalized with respect to the sample weight, observed in the 13C 

DE-MAS spectra for the different samples and distribution of components (%). Errors are within 5 %. 

Sample 
T (°C) intensity Alkyl C Carbohydrate C Lignin C Aromatic C Carboxyl C Carbonyl 

C 

Acetate 

Corncob 

369 1.89 24  23 47 4 2  

416 2.44 17 1 17 60 3 2  

562 3.03    100    

796 1.00a    100    

Flash     100    

Miscanthus 

235 0.81  48 47  3  2 

369 1.64 12 3 38 41 3 3  

416 1.83    100    

503 2.36    100    

600 2.05    100    

682 1.23    100    
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Table 2. Values of g, peak-to-peak linewidth (ΔHpp) and relative contribution for Lorentzian and Gaussian 

lines in the EPR spectra of Miscanthus and corncob feedstocks (FS) and chars obtained from slow pyrolysis at 

the indicated HTT values. The radical concentration corresponding to the total spectral intensity is given as 

spins/g. 

Feedstock Sample Lorentzian Gaussian Spins/g 

  g weight % ΔHpp (G) g weight % ΔHpp (G)  

Corncob 

FS 2.0046 100 7.2    (4.8 ± 0.1) 1016 

369 °C 2.0030 46 3.8 2.0033 54 7.1 (1.3 ± 0.1) 1019 

416 °C 2.0029 60 4.4 2.0033 40 7.6 (3.9 ± 0.2) 1019 

562 °C 2.0024 94 4.2 2.0033 6 15 (9.2 ± 0.3) 1019 

Miscanthus 

FS 2.0044 100 6.5    (2.6 ± 0.1) 1016 

235 °C 2.0032 56 4.1 2.0034 44 8.5 (2.0 ± 0.1) 1017 

369 °C 2.0032 46 3.7 2.0034 54 7.1 (8.6 ± 0.2) 1018 

416 °C 2.0026 65 4.2 2.0028 35 7.8 (6.9 ± 0.2) 1019 

503 °C 2.0025 79 4.3 2.0023 21 8.1 (8.3 ± 0.2) 1019 

600 °C 2.0025 78 5.5 2.0023 22 24 (8.5 ± 0.2) 1019 

682 °C 2.0027 26 7 2.0021 74 34 (4.3 ± 0.1) 1019 
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Table 3. Cluster size estimated from H/C atomic ratios and BPCAs. Cluster size is given as the number n of 

aromatic rings along one side of an n×n cluster [23].  

Sample T (°C) cluster size n 

  H/C B6CA/BPCA 

Corncob 

377 2 4 

416 2 4 

485 3 4 

576 4 5 

796 14 12 

Flash 5 7 

Miscanthus 

369 2 4 

385 2 4 

411 3 4 

503 3 4 

600 5 5 

682 7 7 

 


